Recent years have seen a surge of interest in Probabilistic Logic Programming (PLP) and Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) models that combine logic with probabilities. Structure learning of these systems is an intersection area of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and statistical learning (SL). However, ILP cannot deal with probabilities, SL cannot model relational hypothesis.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in integrating first-order logic with probabilities by defining confidence of a logic formula with a weight. This interest has resulted in the fields of Probabilistic Logic Programming (PLP) [DRK08] and Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) [GT07] . PLP focuses on the extension of logic programming languages with probabilities, as in for instance Problog [DRKT07] . Conversely, SRL extends first-order logic on probabilistic graphical models as Markov or Bayesian networks, like Markov logic Network (MLN) [RD06] .
Structure learning of PLP and SRL is an important but challenging task because it defines the complex relationships among entities and have to be learned in a exponential searching space.
The task actually is a intersection of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and Statistical learning (SL).
Inductive Logic Programming [Mug91] is a combination of inductive learning and logic programming, which employs techniques from both machine learning and logic programming. Given a set of training examples of a target predicate(relation) and background knowledge, ILP finds a hypothesis which is complete and consistent with evidence and background knowledge [LD94] .
ILP can learns relational data which is a collection of logic relations, while SL deals with datasets of grouped instances that have distinguishing feature values. The difference between these two tasks makes the combination of ILP and SL very difficult. However, structure learning of PLP and SRL is so important that has received much attention recently, many practical algorithms have been proposed.
Most of these methods assume a joint distribution on a probabilistic graph model for each logic formula, then learn parameters that maximizing pseudo-likelihood of the formulas by exploiting the labeled examples. The learning strategy of these approaches can be categorized into two kinds. The first category learns logic formulas and weight separately, for instance as [KD05, MM07, KD09, KD10] . The other category turns the problem into a series of relational regression problems and learns the weights and the clauses simultaneously [KNKS11, NKK + 12].
Graphical model based methods introduce pseudo-likelihood by assuming independence between logical literals, then turns the structure learning problem into a statistical learning problem and solve it with many statistical algorithms. However, this kind of transformation does not exploit the ability of induction of first-order logic. It treats logic literals independently during learning thus loses accuracy, it also sacrifices the expressiveness of logic because only uses statistical model to represent the relational hypothesis.
In this paper, we present Inductive Logic Boosting (ILB), possibly a new class of approaches to integrate ILP with statistical learning. It first finds paths for positive examples in a hyper-graph that constructed from relational database. Then substitutes the paths to first-order core forms (patterns) to generate binary labeled feature-based instances. Finally learns an ensemble model through Adaboost the Problog Rule Trees for target predicate on the generated training data with specific features. The generated dataset and boosting introduces characters of statistical learning, Problog Rule Tree preserves features of ILP. ILB relaxes the assumption of independence and learns an PLP model in global underlying data distribution. Expreiments shows ILB produces PLPs more accurate and more comprehensible than current state-of-the-art approaches.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. We begin by reviewing related works in 2, then introduce some some backgrounds in 3. We describe the detail of ILB in 4 and report the experiments in 5. Finally, we conclude with future works in 6.
Related Work
The recent years of ILP have been dominated by the development of methods for learning probabilistic logic representations. A general framework for Probabilistic ILP (PILP) was introduced [DRK08] .
Most of current systems integrates ILP and statistical learning by expressing first-order logic as probabilistic graphic models and then learn the parameters on the graph models. They search structures (candidate clauses) first, then learns the parameters (weights) and modify the structures (clauses) accordingly. This kind of approaches performs either top-down [KD05] or bottomup searches [MM07] . There are also works learns PLP by beam search or approximate search in the space of probabilistic clauses [BR13, DBR13] .
There are also some methods combines ILP with SL by boosting. For example, Boosting FFOIL [Qui96] directly adopts the boosting framework with a classical ILP system, FFOIL, as weak learners, it proves that boosting is beneficial for first-order induction. More recently, RDN-Boost 
Preliminary
In first-order logic, formulas are constructed by four types of symbols: constants, variables, functors and predicates. In this paper we follow the Prolog terminology that using words begin with a lowercase letter to represent constants and predicates, words begin with a uppercase letter to represent variables. A term is a variable, a constant, or a functor applied to terms. An atom is of the form p(t 1 , . . . , t n ) where p is a predicate of arity n and the t i are terms. A formula is built out of atoms using using quantifiers ∀, ∃ and usual logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, → and ↔.
A rule (also called a normal clause) is a universally quantified formula of the form h:-t 1 , . . . , t n , where atom h is called the head of the rule and literals t 1 , . . . , t n the body where t i are logical atoms. The formula means the conjunction t 1 ∧ · · · ∧ t n will deduce h. A logic program (LP) is a set of FOL rules. A fact is a rule with an empty body and is written more compactly as h, means h is always true in the program.
The task of inductive logic boosting is similar with ILP, which can be formally put as this: Given Problog is one of Probabilistic Logic Programming languages. It integrates logic program with probability by adding a probability p to each ground facts f, written p :: f. It also allows intentional probabilistic statements of the form p::p(A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n ):-body, where p(·) is a probabilistic atom as head, body is a conjunction of calls to non-probabilistic facts. Like Prolog, the rules are range-restricted: all variables in the head of a rule should also appear in a positive literal in the body of the rule.
A Problog program specifies a probability distribution over Hebrand interpretation, or Possible World. The ground probabilistic fact p::f gives an atomic choice, it means the program can choose to include f as a fact with probability p or reject it with probability 1 − p. A total choice is obtained by making an atomic choice for each ground probabilistic fact. The probability distribution over the total choices is defined to be the product of the probabilities of the atomic choices that it is composed of as independent events, i.e. there are two probabilistic facts 0.3 :: a and 0.8 :: b, then the total choices are {a, b}, {a}, {b} and {} with probabilities 0.24, 0.06, 0.56 and 0.14.
Proposed Approach
We now present the Inductive Logic Boosting framework for integrating logic induction and statistical learning. ILB represents Problog rules as decision trees, which we called Problog Rule Tree. It learns rules and weights simultaneously from an alternated dataset, which is a collection of a binary labeled instances generated from original relational data. Finally boosts on these rule sets adaptively to provide an accurate hypothesis.
Problog Rule Tree
A Problog Rule Tree T = (h, N, C) is a kind of Relational Probability Tree (RPT) [NJFH03] . h = p(A 1 , . . . , A n ) is the head of T , represents the target predicate p(A 1 , . . . , A n ) to be earned, {A i } are the arguments of p; N = n 1 , . . . , n l is the node set of T . Each node n is either a decision node or end node. Each decision node n d = {t 1 , . . . , t k } is a conjunction of logic atoms, it has a true child and a false child to determine whether an instance satisfies n d , end node n e records the proportion of positive instances which satisfy all its true ancestors. If n ′ is the true child of n, then n is called true parent of n ′ ; C = {t 1 , . . . , t m } is the tree root, together with h they formulate a short logic rule h: −C which we call core form of T . C is the first decision node of a Problog tree and only has a true child. Therefore, one Problog Rule Tree is learned to expand only one core form. In order to make the learned rule legal in Problog, we constrain that all variables A i appear in h must also appear in C. For example, figure 1 denoted a tree to expand
core form sametitle:-hasword(X,Z1),hasword(Y,Z1).
From each end node in T , we can restore a Problog statement by backtracking its route to the root. For example in figure 1, we can get a statement from the 0.147 end node: 
0.147::sametitle(X,Y) :-(hasword(X,Z1), hasword(Y,Z1)), (hasword(X,Z2), hasword(Y,Z2)),

\+((hasword(X,Z3), hasword(X,Z3))), unique([Z1,Z2,Z3]).
which means if X and Y only have 2 common words, the probability of sametitle(X,Y) is 0.147 (This rule is only for demonstration, the actual problog rule used in ILB will ignore negations of conjunctions).
The weighted proportion of positive instances in an end node is used as confidence of the statement. This is because for an individual tree, Prolog rule extracted from each end node covers different part of data (which is the nature of decision tree). Without overlap in the underlying distribution, the proportion of positive instances is the maximum likelihood estimation for the confidence of those rules.
Remind that each tree only deals with the formulas learned from one core form, although the expanded Problog rules from same core form has no intersection in their coverage, the trees who expand different core forms may cover same examples. For instance in entity resolution task, an example sameauthor(person1,person2) may be covered by rule "0. (Y, Title2) ." at the same time. We followed the Problog settings to use noisy or operation to estimate the joint probability:
where p i is the probability of rule R i to be true. Noisy or is a probabilistic generalization of the logical or. In the previous example P (sameauthor(person1, person2) = true) = 1
Structure and Parameter Learning
ILB can Learn Problog rule trees through many simple decision tree learners, for instance as C4.5
[Qui93] or CART [BFOS84] . In order to make these learners feasible, ILB will turn relational data into a feature-based discriminative dataset at first.
When learning a target predicate p, we define an instance x of ILB is a pair (P, y) consists of label y ∈ {−1, 1} and a conjunction of some grounded logical atoms P = t 1 ∧ · · · ∧ t n . Notice the set of generated instances E is different from the set of pre-labeled training examples E defined in section 3. The outline of instance generation procedure is presented in algorithm 1.
The procedure of feature-based data extraction is based on a hypergraph generated from the original data. Relational database can be viewed as a hypergraph with constants as nodes, and true ground atoms as hyperedges. Therefore, first-order rule which defines a goal concept can be viewed as a template subgraph consists of numerous variabilized hyperedges.
Logical induction is actually to find such a template subgraph that could match (or cover) as much as positive examples and as few as the negative examples. However, the hypothesis space of subgraph structure is so huge and complex that makes ordinary searching algorithms intractable.
ILB constrains the searching space by relational path finding [RM92] . It is based on the assumption that there usually exists a fixed-length path of relations linking the set of terms that satisfying the goal concept. This approach achieves many good results in inductive logic programming area and inspired lots of SRL structure learning algorithms [MM07, KD09] . ILB uses This step is described as Substitute procedure in algorithm 1.
Fourth, to capture the underlying global distribution in domain, ILB uses the core forms to match the whole hypergraph to find all grounded paths that satisfy it, this step can be efficiently done by querying the first-order clause of the core form in the relational database, shown as QueryP rolog procedure in algorithm 1. In the example, we will get four grounded paths: the former two paths P 1 , P 2 and two new paths P 3 = {hasword(
haussler d,d), hasword(d d lewis,d)} and P 4 = {hasword(haussler d,d), hasword(david d lewis,d)} (In this example there will be another four
symmetric paths, here we omit them as trivial situations).
Finally, we construct an instance x = (P, y) for training data as follows: for each retrieved path P check its deduced ground atom deduced from the core form, which is described as P rologDeduce in algorithm 1. If the grounding belongs to ε + then assign y = 1, if it belongs to ε − or does not appears in ε then y = −1 (This follows the closed world assumption). Hence the algorithm can generate 4 instances in our example, P 1 and P 2 that deduce sameauthor
(d d lewis,david d lewis)
will be marked as positive instances; P 3 and P 4 deduce sameauthor
(haussler d,david d lewis)
and sameauthor(haussler d,d d lewis), which are not in ε + , so they will be marked as negative instances.
After we get the labeled instances, a more important task for rule induction by statistical learning is to calculate features. ILB uses two kinds of feature for each generated instance x = {P, y}:
• Branch Feature: A branch feature Φ b (P, v i ) of node v i in path P is a substituted path θP ′ , in which P ′ starts from v i and only share one node with P. Thus it looks like a tree branch spread out from P. θ is the same substitution that maps P to its core form C(P). In the example of figure 2, instance P 4 has a branch feature hasword(X,haussler).
• Path Feature: some vertices in path P might be also connected by paths other than P.
These paths have more than one shared vertices with P, thus each one of them can form loops with some edges in P. We substitute them with θ and variabilize all other unique constants to construct path features. Without loss of generality, we define path feature P ′ = Φ p (P) are the paths that their start node and end node are the only 2 shared nodes with P. If P ′ have n > 2 shared nodes with P, then it can be split into n − 1 parts that each part only shares 2 nodes with P. In the previous example, instance P 1 has a path feature {hasword(X,Z1),hasword(Y,Z1)} where Z1=d is different from Z=lewis formulates another path from X to Y .
The branch feature Φ b (P, v i ) represents individual property of each node v i in path P, the path feature Φ p (P) captures auxiliary relations of the nodes within P. for each queried output P i ∈ allP aths do head = P rologDeduce(P i , c) Proof: Notice that a positive instance P is generated from a positive example p(a 1 , . . . , a n ) which unifies with the goal predicate p(A 1 , . . . , A n ), there exists a core form C ∈ G p whose body can be grounded to P. Moreover, since P is positive, there also exists a grounded graph g p that contains P and unifies with the optimal first-order graph G p . Because the number of vertices in G p is finite, the optimal substitution θ * from node to variables can be easily found. Therefore, the goal of this proof has been reduced to prove the grounded graph g p is reachable when expanding x with only Φ b (P) and Φ p (P).
Because G p is connected, so after substitution θ * the grounded graph g p remains connected. Hence for each hyper edge t ′ ∈ g p ∧ t ′ / ∈ P, there must exists at least one path P ′ that starts from t ′ and ends with a node v ∈ P. So for all hyper edges t ′ ∈ g p , there exists P ′ ∈ Φ b (P) that contains t ′ .
For the hyper edges t ′ who can connect P through more than one paths in Φ c (x), e.g. P ′ 1 and P ′ 2 , we can construct a path feature by connecting P ′ 1 , P ′ 2 .
We can see that with only Φ b is already complete for searching the optimal rule of goal concept.
However, the number of Φ b increases exponentially with the length of path, which means the information conveyed by branch feature decreases exponentially by its length. Conversely, path features is more informative. They provide auxiliary relation information. Like the example in The computeF eature procedure in algorithm 1 represents this step. Finally with all paths and features we computed, the training instances are generated and added to training data. For the example in figure 2, a part of finally generated data for learning predicate sameauthor(X,Y) is displayed in table 1.
Core Form sameauthor(X, Y):-hasword(X, Z), hasword(Y, Z)
.
{hasword(Y,lewis)}.
{hasword(Y,david)}. From the generated labeled data, we can learn a Problog Rule Tree for each core form by any decision tree learner.
Boosting
Inductive Logic Boosting learns a discriminative task rather than doing logic induction by calculating coverage. This feature makes ILB more fits to boosting framework.
ILB use the confidence-based Adaboost [SS99] in boosting stage. However, the weak hypothesis h t of each round boosting is a set of Problog rules, which are expanded from different core forms. To combine them, ILB use the noisy or feature we have mentioned before. During each evaluation of current hypothesis h t , for all instances x ∈ Instance e = {x|P rologDeduce(x, C) = e} that can deduce same example e ∈ ε with its core form, ILB assigns the probability P (x) = N oisyOr(h t (x 1 ), . . . , h t (x m )), ∀x i ∈ Instance e . Notice that there might be some instances x k = (P k , y k ) that h t not covered, follows the closed world assumption, we define h t (k) = 0. The detail of each dataset is showed in 5.1. Cora has more constants but has a simpler and clearer relation structure, UW-CSE is a more complex relational model (hyper graph).
Compared Methods
We compared Inductive Logic Boosting to following state-of-the-art systems: Learning MLN structure by Structure Motif [KD10] . Key insight of this approach is that relational data usually contains recurring patterns, which is called structural motifs. By constraining the search for clauses to occur within motifs, it can greatly speed up the search and thereby reduce the cost of finding long clauses(i.e., formulas with more than 4 or 5 literals). We use LSM to denote it.
In order to make the comparison as fair as possible, we used the following protocol. For RDN Boost, we use the default parameter setting that constrain maximum tree hierarchy to be 4, each node contains 2 literals at most and boosting for 20 turns. For LSM, we employ the parameter suggested in [KD10] . ILB searches uses same hierarchy and node literal length (in ILB we constrain the path length in feature Φ b and Φ p ) limit settings as RDN Boost since they both learn clauses based on boosting weak learners in tree structure. Besides, we constrained the max core form length for Cora and UW-CSE to be 4 and 2 accordingly.
Notice that both RDN and LSM have to input background knowledge of constant types and predicate forms (e.g. author(Bib,Author) indicates predicate author only can take Bib and Author as arguments in exact those position). Further more, for RDN approaches we enumerated all possible predicate "modes" (e.g. samebib ('Bib,+Bib) indicates the first Bib can be not in the head of learned clause) to ensure the completeness while learning clauses. ILB does not need to use predefined predicate formulation or variable types. However, the instance generation procedure always produces huge number of instances (especially negative instances). Therefore, we randomly sample a part of them during instance generation. In Cora task, we randomly generate 1000 instances for each core form in 1 fold, and 300 in UW task.
Results
We evaluate these approaches not only by the labeled positive and negative examples. Actually, Consider the learned definition of target predicate as a binary classifier, we choose AUC-ROC to compare these approaches. However, a key property of most relational data sets is the number of negatives can be order of magnitude more than the number of positives. To ignore the impact of the overwhelming true negatives, we also use area under precision-recall curves (AUC-PR) to evaluate the performance.
The evaluation result of Cora dataset is showed in table 3. In this task LSM only produces trivial unit clauses, so ILB is only compared with RDN-Boost. We can see that both AUC-PR and AUC-ROC value of ILB are significantly better than RDN-Boost. A major reason is that the RDN-B learns a graphical model by maximizing pseudo-likelihood which assumes independence between all random variables (logical literal) in logic formulas, while ILB directly uses the empirical probability to estimate possibility of a rule being satisfied, which results in better estimation of the goal concepts.
Result on UW-CSE is presented in table 4. In facts, due to the high complexity in hypergraph generated in by UW-CSE, path finding in the relational graph will get so many paths, which results in more than 100 core forms and millions of feature-based instances and path features, which hardly can be handled by ILB. Thus, we only samples 5% of instances and 10% of features to do Problog Tree induction. With a highly incomplete training data, the result is still comparable with RDN-Boost. LSM performs worst because we did not run another round weight learning procedure as [KD10] suggests. But even if we do, the performance of LSM should also be worse than RDN-Boost [KNKS11] .
We can also observe that the results in domain. This ability ensures us to discover novel knowledge from the most basic concepts in a domain.
Conclusions
We presented Inductive Logic Boosting, which learns weighted logical rules in a statistical learning framework. It uses path-finding in relational domain to generate a discriminative labeled dataset and calculates two kinds of features. Then performs decision tree boosting, a simple yet effective statistical learning algorithm, to learn Problog rules. Our empirical comparisons with two stateof-the-art systems on real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of ILB.
As future work, we want to generalize the ILB framework to accomplish more logic induction tasks like predicate invention and learn recursive rules, to provide a different angle of view for inductive logic programming.
